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When considering African-American sports’ historical figures it is difficult to look past the legacy of 

legendary athlete Jackie Robinson, popularly known for breaking the color line in Major League Baseball. 

While Robinson’s contributions were extraordinary, Before 42: African-American Sports Hero 

illustrations from the George Levis Lee Chicago Defender Collection encourages viewers to recognize the 

existence of influential black sports figures long before the Brooklyn Dodgers signed Robinson, through 

the illustrations of George Levis Lee.  Born in 1906, in Jamestown, New York, then raised in Washington 

State by artistic parents, Lee’s atypical upbringing, compared to most southern African-Americans, 

shaped his conscientious views on race in America. Lee made the move to Chicago in the 1920s, then 

began drawing sports cartoons for the Chicago American until they discovered he was African-American, 

which resulted in the paper no longer accepting his work. Mr. Lee entered the Postal Service in 1937 and 

continued there until his retirement in 1969. Though he spent most of his life working at the Post Office, 

nearly all his free time was spent drawing sports cartoons for Sport Eye and particularly the Chicago 

Defender. Perhaps the most prominent African-American newspaper of its day, the Defender was 

considered essential reading to its huge readership on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line. In keeping 

with the paper’s ideals, Lee’s illustrations were more than gorgeous renderings of African-American 

athletes – the illustrator often included astute political commentary and emerging themes of black 

middle-class respectability. Described as an unassuming family man, he never sought recognition for his 

artwork, as his motivation was to educate and promote black consciousness. Lee’s Chicago Defender 

illustrations illuminate the intersection of sports, race and politics in America in the thirties and forties, 

and allows modern viewers to see famous sports icons, such as Joe Louis, in historical context, while 

bringing attention to other lesser known sports heroes of the past. This exhibition of 25 illustrations, 

selected from George Levis Lee’s collection, simultaneously showcases his talent as an illustrator and 

sheds light upon a long overshadowed portion of black sports history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ralph Metcalfe 

(1910-1978) 

Ralph Metcalfe was regarded as the world’s fastest human being in 1934 and 1935. Often 

overshadowed in track history by Jesse Owens, he sat atop the US ranks of track & field from 1932-1936 

for sprints, medaling four times, twice in Los Angeles in1932, and again in 1936. In the 1936 Berlin 

Olympics, he won his only gold medal on the record breaking US 4x100m team with Jesse Owens, who 

narrowly beat him in the 100m dash, resulting in Metcalfe taking silver.  Three times in his career, 

Metcalfe equaled the world record in the 100m. After earning degrees from Marquette and the 

University of Southern California, he served in the military for a few years. Shortly after his service, he 

went on to serve Illinois’ first district, Chicago, in the United States Congress for four terms throughout 

the 1970s until he fell deathly ill while seeking reelection in 1978. Paying tribute to his incredible legacy, 

Ralph Metcalfe was inducted into the National Track and Field Hall of Fame in 1975. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tydie Pickett 

(1914-1968) 

In 1932, Tydie Pickett, along with teammate Louise Stokes, became the first African-American women to 

win spots on the United States Olympic team. Set to compete for the US 400-meter relay team, U.S. 

Olympic officials replaced Pickett at the last minute with white team members she had previously 

defeated, who went on to win the gold medal. Though Pickett set a 4x110 relay world record time in 

1934, unfortunately, she was injured training for qualifications for the 1936 Berlin games, preventing 

her from being the strong factor she was presumed to be. Although she never medaled, Pickett opened 

the door for many African-American women in Track and Field who followed, such as Alice Coachman, 

the first African-American woman to win a gold medal in 1948. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Willis Ward 

(1912-1983) 

Willis Ward was a tremendous dual sport athlete at the University of Michigan from 1932 to 1934. He 

was an impressive track athlete, voted All-American three times, and an eight-time Big Ten Champion, 

rumored to have beaten Ohio State’s Jesse Owens on multiple occasions in Big Ten contests. After being 

convinced to join the football team his sophomore year, Ward was by far one of the best players on the 

team, but faced discrimination as only the second African-American to win a varsity football letter for 

the Wolverines. As described in George L Lee’s illustration, in a 1934 matchup against Georgia Tech, 

Ward was forced to sit out the game due to Jim Crow, causing much conflict at the University of 

Michigan. Following the incident, he went on to score the entirety of the team’s points for the 

remainder of the season, displaying his prowess as an athlete. His roommate for road games, Gerald 

Ford, was reportedly outraged, even threatening to quit the team, but was convinced otherwise by 

coaching staff. This discrimination was a defining moment of Ward’s life, as the bout resulted in him 

losing his competitive drive, in his own words, and not qualifying for the ’36 Olympics stating, “"They 

were urging me to go out in '36," Ward recalled. "But that Georgia Tech game killed me. I frankly felt 

they would not let black athletes compete. Having gone through the Tech experience, it seemed an easy 

thing for them to say 'Well, we just won't run 'em if Hitler insists.'” Although often used as a political 

anecdote for Gerald Ford’s early stance on Civil Rights, Ward went on to create his own legacy beyond 

sports as an attorney and served as chairman of the Michigan Public Service Commission. He was 

inducted into the University of Michigan Athletic Hall of Honor in 1981. 

 

 

 



 

Nathan Pitts (Publication: Sporting Around Chicago Defender Dec. 15, 1934) 

(1913-1998) 

Being voted honorable mention All-America, as a black quarterback from an HBCU in 1935, was not the 

only accomplishment of Nathan Pitts’ life. After attending both Florida A&M University and Xavier 

University on basketball and football scholarships, he went on to become equal parts activist, 

sociologist, philanthropist, and diplomat after earning his BS from Xavier in 1936. Pitts was the first black 

Education attaché to the permanent US United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) delegation, serving from 1970-1975. He dedicated his life to education reform and policy in 

the US Department of Education mainly abroad, until his retirement in 1980, in which he continued as 

an education reform activist in northwest Baltimore.  Baltimore's Dr. Nathan A. Pitts-Ashburton 

Elementary/Middle School was named, posthumously, to honor his role in advocacy for securing inner-

city educational improvements. 

 

 

 



 

Play Ball Negro National League 1935 

George Levis Lee’s “Negro National League” illustration displays the uncertainty of the Negro National 

League’s standings after Negro League legend, Satchel Paige, joined by Ted “Double Duty” Radcliffe, 

moved on to an integrated semi-professional baseball team in North Dakota, called the Bismarck 

Churchills. Paige, referred to by many as the best pitcher in baseball history, spent more than twenty 

years pitching in the Negro Leagues, then went on to have an extensive career in, newly integrated, 

Major League baseball in 1948 most notably with the Cleveland Indians. George L Lee’s illustration 

depicts the impact of Paige’s absence from the Negro League, as many stars often left seeking higher 

paying professional baseball opportunities due to the lack of cash to properly compensate players. Next 

to Satchel Paige in the illustration, Lee’s drawing of a man announcing The Pittsburgh Crawfords new 

battery, or pitcher and catcher combination, saying, “bla.. bla..,” is addressing the fact that the 

legendary combo left the team to play for the better paying semi-pro club, the Bismarck Churchills, 

which created apathy for many Negro League fans, since the game was much less exciting without the 

pair. The 1932 Pittsburgh Crawfords team was considered the most talented in Negro League Baseball 

history, possessing an unbelievable collective of baseball talent including Hall of Famers Josh Gibson, 

Cool Papa Bell, Judy Johnson, and Satchel Paige, making them a perennial contender for the title until 

key players left in 1935. 

 

 



 

 

Ted “Double Duty” Radcliffe (Publication: Chicago Defender Saturday April 18, 1935) 

(1902-2005) 

Theodore Roosevelt “Double Duty” Radcliffe played pitcher, catcher, and managed in the Negro Leagues 

for over 35 years. He earned his nickname in a 1932 negro league double header when he caught 

pitcher Satchel Paige for a shutout, then pitched a shutout in the next game. Known for his flamboyant 

personality and banter on the mound, he played pitcher and catcher for more than 30 teams and was 

widely recognized for his versatility as an all-around fantastic ball player.  His extensive career, of 36 

years, can be attributed to him being grossly underpaid for his talents causing him to play longer to 

sustain himself, much like many Negro League players. To display the disparity, in 1947, the average 

salary of a top rate Major League player was $10,000 a month, while Radcliffe’s career earnings, 

whether as a player or manager, never exceeded $850 a month. After being named the manager of the 

Chicago American Giants in 1950, Double Duty attempted to sign five white players to counter the Major 

Leagues integration efforts, but it did not pan out. Until his death at the age of 103, he was thought to 

be the oldest living Negro League baseball player and considered an ambassador to baseball, as he was 

invited to the White House by three US presidents, and received the honor of being named as an 

outstanding citizen of Chicago by Mayor Richard Daley. Despite his contributions to baseball, Radcliffe 

has never been inducted into the Hall of Fame, which many consider an injustice. 

 



 

  

John Henry Lewis (Publication: Chicago Defender November 9, 1935) 

(1914-1974) 

John Henry Lewis was the World Light Heavyweight Champion from 1935-1938 and is a member of the 

International Boxing Hall of Fame. Born in Los Angeles, and raised in Phoenix, AZ, Lewis rose the ranks of 

boxing on the Pacific Coast and became prominent after his victory over perennial World Light 

Heavyweight champ Bob Olin, in the first professional boxing match between a white and black boxer in 

St. Louis, MO. George Lee depicts Lewis eating steak to gain weight in his illustration, because Lewis saw 

that the only way for him to attain prosperity was to compete in the “million dollar” heavyweight bouts. 

In 1939, he tried to become the first Light Heavyweight champion in boxing history to go up in weight 

and conquer the World's Heavyweight championship. On January 25, he was faced with world 

Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis, who knocked him out in the first round in New York. This would turn 

out to be Lewis' last fight, even though he didn't know it at the time, as he sustained too many injuries 

to continue fighting. Lewis’ overall record stands at 100 wins, 57 by knockout, and 11 defeats. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Road to Success: Clean Living vs. Good times 

In one of George Levis Lee’s more overtly political cartoons, he discusses the politics of respectability Joe 

Louis was faced with as a rising star. The key to Joe Louis’ stardom and widespread acclaim can largely 

be attributed to his talent, but his carefully constructed public persona was an integral part of his 

success. Joe Louis’ public persona was purposefully counter to his flamboyant predecessor, Jack 

Johnson. Louis and his managers deliberately shaped his conduct, drafting the seven rules of life which 

included: never have his picture taken with a white woman, never gloat over an opponent, never engage 

in fixed fights, and live and fight clean. This clean living was essential to Joe Louis’ stardom as it led to be 

generally being well received by white media, who often portrayed him modestly and unthreatening, 

opposite to Johnson. He was also well received by “race fans” or black American sports fan who saw his 

persona as the way the black middle class should conduct themselves to achieve prosperity within 

American society. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

“White Hope Tournament” 

Lee’s “White Hope Tournament” displays the politics of race in American boxing. Fight promoters often 

sought out white boxers to face off against the best black heavyweight boxer at the time, who was Joe 

Louis. Since white America would not pay to see two black boxers against each other at the time, several 

talented black heavyweight boxers were kept from fighting Joe Louis, so that fight promoters could 

attain the coveted “Million Dollar Prize Fight”. Illinois boxing commissioner, Joe Triner, was against this 

practice of promoters holding “white hope tournaments,” because it black balled African-American 

heavyweights from rising to prominence. This racial dynamic resulted in Joe Louis continually defeating 

white boxers without substantial challenge, and reinforced the idea that white America could only 

handle one black star at a time. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Reginald Siki 

(1899-1948) 

Born Reginald Berry, nicknamed “Sweet Daddy Siki” Reginald Siki, originally from Kansas City, MO, was a 

professional wrestler during the twenties and thirties. Due to the color line in the South, as Lee notes in 

his illustration, Siki was forced to travel the world wrestling. He spent substantial time in South America, 

Australia, and all over Europe learning 7 languages, including Arabic. Being that boxing was the sport of 

the time in the US, he tried his hand in the ring, but was only lasted one round in his first fight. Siki was 

the first African-American man to win the World-Heavyweight wrestling champion. However, he is little 

known in the US due to the racial limitations of Jim Crow laws. During the 1950s-1980s, there was a 

Canadian wrestler that took his name emulating her persona, who still lives in Toronto today. 

 

 

 

 



 

“Going Places” Black Athletes in the Big Ten 

In Lee’s “Going Places,” he introduces four black football players at Big Ten schools: Ozzie Simmons, Don 

Simmons, and Homer Harris of Iowa, along with Dwight Clark of the University of Minnesota. The 

microscope Lee displays upon these athletes symbolizes the pride African-American football fans had in 

those few black players that were afforded the opportunity play collegiate football. The largest in the 

illustration, Ozzie Simmons was a two-time All-American for the Hawkeyes in 1934 and 1935.  His most 

lasting contribution to Hawkeye football can be seen every time Iowa takes the field against 

Minnesota.  A controversy over rough treatment he received at the hands of the Gophers in 1934 led to 

a dispute that was only tamed through the creation of the Floyd of Rosedale Trophy, which the teams 

still play for today in the rivalry game. His younger brother, Don Simmons, is often overlooked, but 

played end for the Hawkeyes from 1934-1936, acting as Ozzie’s biggest supporter and often helped 

shield his shy older brother from the spot light. Perhaps the biggest star of the group, Homer Harris was 

the first black player to be elected captain in Iowa history, in 1937. Dwight Clark, was one of the few 

African-Americans to play for the 1935 Minnesota Gophers, but was often held out of games against 

Southern opponents, although his coach promised that would never happen, which explains why his 

documented historical contributions to the team are minimal. 

 



 

 

Aurelius Miles 

(1914-2013) 

Aurelius Miles was first in several achievements throughout his nearly century-long life. Miles was the 

first African-American tennis play at Chicago’s Hyde Park High School, then after graduate study at 

Stanford University, he went on to become the first African-American to graduate from Santa Clara 

University of Law in 1952. As the captain of a segregated all African-American Armed Forces unit, 

nicknamed “Buffalo Soldiers,” he lost a leg in WWII. For his service, he was awarded the Combat 

Infantryman Badge, Bronze and Silver stars, and a Purple Heart, according to his family. After returning 

to Chicago as a decorated veteran, he entered real estate and continued his work at Draper and Kramer 

managing apartment complexes until long after his official retirement at 92. Despite his physical 

limitations, Miles continued playing tennis throughout his life, thanks to his prosthetic leg, and was 

active in the Chicago community until his death. 

 

 

 



 

 

“Shagg”  Courtney 

(1912-2001) 

A native of Gary, Indiana, Opal “Shagg” Courtney began traveling with the Harlem Globetrotters in 1934, 

after starring as a three-sport athlete at Gary Roosevelt High School. After three seasons with 

Globetrotters, Courtney was forced to take a job at U.S. Steel as a crane operator to support his growing 

family, due to the insufficient pay from the ball club. Although he only had a brief career with the team, 

he is famously credited with creating the move of spinning the basketball on the index finger, then 

rolling the ball across the shoulders, and into his arms behind his back. This basketball trick continues to 

be replicated today, and is one of the most entertaining in the Harlem Globetrotters’ performances. 

 



 

 

Alex Radcliffe 

(1905-1983) 

Considered the best third-baseman in Negro American League history, Alexander Radcliffe made eleven 

all-star appearances in his fifteen-year career. After honing his craft on the sandlots of inner city 

Chicago, most of his career was spent playing for the Chicago American Giants where he earned a 

reputation as not only an exceptional batter, but possessed an equally powerful throwing arm. His 

career best season was spent with the 1933 Chicago American Giants, in which he boasted an 

impressive .431 batting average, helping the team win the pennant. Though he is the all-time Negro 

League All-star leader in hits and at bats, he was overshadowed all his career by his older brother Ted 

“Double Duty” Radcliffe, which prevented him from gaining the recognition he deserved. After baseball, 

he worked as a bouncer at his brother’s bar in Chicago. 
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“Memphis” Larry Brown 

(1905-1971) 

With a stellar throwing arm and a reputation for being the most durable catcher in the Negro Leagues, 

Larry Brown was a force to be reckoned with behind the plate, earning him the nickname “Iron Man.” In 

his 30-year career as a player and manager, he was a member of three championship teams and played 

in six all-star games. His talent and durability likely would have found him a spot on a Major League 

team, if he were not black. Lee touches on this in his illustration with the drawing in the bottom right 

depicting former NY Giants manager John McGraw saying, “If he was only white.” Oral tradition suggests 

that after a stellar exhibition game by Brown in Cuba, during 1926, white major leaguers, Rogers 

Hornsby and Ty Cobb, insisted that he should try passing as Cuban, due to his fair skin, to play in the 

major leagues. Although Brown allegedly denied the plot, and the story can neither be confirmed nor 

denied, it displays the depth of racial segregation in professional baseball. 

 

 

 



 

“Poker Face” Nate Rogers (Published July 20, 1934 in Chicago Defender) 

(1893-1981) 

While Nate Rogers was an adequate outfielder, he was best known for his exceptional batting. He was 

one of the few players that hit especially well against Satchel Paige, and is claimed to have enjoyed an 

unbelievable 31-game hitting streak during his career. With an impressive all time batting average of 

.346, and multiple league batting titles, Rogers was a key player in the lineup for teams throughout his 

extensive career. He spent most of his career between the Memphis Red Sox and the Chicago American 

Giants. Cole’s American Giants team, won the championship in both ‘32 and ’33 with the help of Rogers’ 

bat. Toward the end of his career “Poker Face” only played part-time with the Red Sox, but if his date of 

birth information is correct, he continued playing until he was 53. After retiring from baseball, Nat 

Rogers served as a waiter at Memphis’ Peabody Hotel well into his seventies. 



 

Chet Brewer 

(1907-1990) 

In Chester Arthur Brewer’s twenty-four-year career in baseball, he traveled around the world pitching, 

leaving onlookers in awe. Some places he played include: China, Japan, Hawaii, Canada, Mexico, Haiti, 

Panama, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. Lee’s illustration comments on how impressive his pitching 

displays, in exhibition matches against major league teams, were in Manila as baseball fans in Manila 

recognized the right hander, Chet, as a far better pitcher than former New York Yankee and now Hall of 

Famer, Lefty Gomez. Although he played for over nineteen baseball teams in his career, the Kansas City 

Monarchs’ pitching rotation that included him and Satchel Paige is recognized as legendary. Later in life, 

he was appointed manager of the Kansas City Royals California Winter League team, where he coached 

a young Jackie Robinson in 1945. Fortunately, Brewer was a scout for the Pittsburgh Pirates after leaving 

baseball, which is a much more lucrative career path than many Negro League players enjoyed after 

their playing days. 

 

 



 

 

“Lefty” Bill Foster 

(1904-1978) 

William Hendrick Foster came into the Negro Leagues under the shadow of his Hall of Fame older half-

brother, Rube Foster, otherwise known as the “father of Black Baseball.” As Lee indicates in his 

illustration, Rube Foster was also the owner and manager of Bill’s team the Chicago American Giants. 

However, it did not take long for Bill to establish himself as the star of the Giants, considered by many 

even better than Satchel Paige, which is why Lee displays the two agreeing to not pitch against each 

other unless it was in an all-star game. Foster proved nearly unhittable, helping the Giants win pennants 

in 1926, ’27 and again in ’33. In his career, lasting from 1923-1937, Bill Foster was recognized as the best 

left-handed pitcher of all time in the Negro Leagues. After his playing days, Foster went on to serve as 

baseball coach and dean of men at Alcorn State University until his death in 1978. He was elected into 

the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1996. 

 

 

 



 

 

“Builder of Champions”Jack Blackburn (Published May 8, 1935 in Chicago Defender) 

(1883-1942) 

Jack Blackburn came on the scene in the early 1900s, as a Lightweight boxer who was defeated multiple 

times by World Light Heavyweight champion Joe Gans, but spent most of his professional boxing career 

known as a mediocre boxer who couldn’t win the big one. However, Blackburn found new life in training 

young, talented boxers, the most famous of them being Joe Louis. Blackburn began training Louis in 

1934, helping improve his accuracy, timing, and overall striking ability. Blackburn’s lifetime achievement 

was when Joe Louis defeated James Braddock in 1937 to win the World Heavyweight Championship. The 

great handler’s life was cut short in 1942 by a heart attack. In recognition of his contributions to the 

boxing world, Blackburn was inducted into the International Boxing Hall of Fame in 1992. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lorenzo Lovings 

There is little accessible information on Lovings other than a March 30, 1937 Chicago Tribune column 

announcing a fight between two south side of Chicago rivals, Lorenzo Lovings and Harry Booker. 

Nonetheless, George L. Lee’s illustration of the young boxer tells that he was a rising star in Chicago, 

who had won several bouts at Savoy ballroom, a popular venue during the time, and was a C.Y.O 

champion. Most striking in Lee’s rendering, however, is his drawing explaining that young boxers sought 

to emulate Joe Louis, to be successful. This trend continued for many years and demonstrates the 

cultural effect Louis’ image had on youth, creating a blueprint for African-American success. 

 



 

“A Million Dollar Punch” 

George Levis Lee’s “A Million Dollar Punch,” refers to Joe Louis’ eighth round knockout win against 

former heavyweight champion of the world James Braddock, on June 22, 1937. Lee comments on the 

fact that Joe Louis was well received by all media, because of his excellent public image, even the 

overwhelmingly white Chicago Tribune supported the young boxer’s defeat of a white boxer. Louis’ 

victory over Braddock was worth a million dollars in revenue for fight promoters, venue providers, and 

the Professional Boxing world.  This ’37 bout with Braddock solidified the young “Brown Bomber’s” 

stardom, bringing the boxing world back to prominence after almost a decade of decline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Obie Walker (Publication: Saturday, May 25, 1935) 

(1911-1989) 

Obie Dia Walker was the World Colored Heavyweight Champion from 1933 to 1935. Walker was born in 

Cochran, Georgia, but was forced to move to Europe to fight, because there was only room for one black 

heavyweight star, Joe Louis. Known for his quick feet, a strong chin with a killer punch to match, Obie 

was feared by many European opponents, so much that fighters often avoided arranging bouts with 

him. George Lee’s illustration emphasizes the racial dynamic at work that prevented Obie Walker from 

becoming a star in the US, and kept European boxers at bay.  Joe Louis’ reign as the great black boxer 

eventually caused the title of World Colored Heavyweight Champion to dissolve since he held it for so 

long, because the boxing world did not find pitting two black heavyweights against each other 

profitable. 



 

 

“The Million Dollar Gate” 

Lee’s “Million Dollar Gate” cartoon addresses the politics at work that helped produce Joe Louis’ 

popularity in white media. The term “Million Dollar Gate” was coined by fight promoter, Tex Rickard, in 

1921, after a primetime fight between boxing legend, Jack Dempsey, and Frenchman, Georges 

Carpentier, brought in enough fans to generate ticket revenue exceeding one million dollars. After the 

retirement of Dempsey in 1929, along with the Great Depression, boxing suffered a decline in talented 

boxers and devoted fans. However, Joe Louis, with his perfectly crafted persona and young talent, 

proved to be the perfect piece for the “Million Dollar Gate” and for Chicago Tribune head publisher R.R. 

McCormick to sell newspaper. As Lee notes in the cartoon, many fight promoters, and his own managers 

did not believe Louis had what it took to be a star. Some of the boxers Geo Lee indicates did not have 

what it took, in the pile of pieces, are Primo Carnera, Max Baer, Jack Dempsey, James Braddock, Max 

Schmeling, and most notably Jack Johnson. 

 

 

 

 



 

“Max Baer’s Menace” (Front Page of Chicago Defender Saturday January 19, 1935) 

Geo Lee’s “Max Baer’s Menace” documents Joe Louis’ swift climb up the ranks of heavyweight boxing. 

Louis’ growing popularity and dominance threatened the reign of white heavyweight boxer, Max Baer, 

as the Heavyweight Champion of the World. A heavyweight title bout between the two was imminent, 

especially since Louis was a rising star and Baer was getting older. The illustration demonstrates fans 

and media raving over the exploits of the young boxer, as he “ripped and slashed thru the heavyweight 

ranks” in late 1934. 



 

 

Joe Louis Full Portrait 

(1914-1981) 

In one of Lee’s most gorgeous illustrations he depicts a young Alabama native Joseph Louis Barrow, 

nicknamed “The Brown Bomber,” who is recognized as one of the best heavyweight fighters in the 

history of professional boxing. Louis is the second longest reigning heavyweight champion ever, with 26 

title defenses, holding the heavyweight title for twelve years straight from 1937-1949. He is widely 

regarded as an American hero, and represented the culmination of arduous work and black middle 

respectability. Thanks to his seven rules of life, Louis possessed an impeccable social standing that 

contributed to his widespread acclaim, transcending rigid racial boundaries. Two of Louis’ most 

important fights politically were his defeat of Italian, Primo Carnera, who symbolized fascist Italy, and 

Max Schmelling, Hitler’s tool of Aryan supremacy propaganda. With an overall record of sixty-six wins 

and three losses at his retirement, in 1949, Louis’ record speaks for itself. With countless memorials, 

stadiums, and museums displaying his likeness, Joe Louis’ influence on boxing and popular culture is 

unparalleled. 

 


